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ABSTRACT
• An obstacle avoidance strategy using monocular gray-scale robotic vision for turbid water environments is presented;
• This method was biologically inspired by the unique vision system of the cubozoa, or
box jellyfish;
• It is computationally inexpensive for a compact autonomous underwater vehicle with
limited on-board, real-time processing capabilities;
• The sharp contrast reduction in turbid waters between obstacles and the surrounding environment is leveraged as a semi-reliable measure of relative distance between obstacles
to form an evasion response based on obstacle priority;
• It is shown that using contrast as a sole depth cue in turbid underwater environments is
suitable for the detection of large, stationary obstacles.
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Fig. 2. Cubozoan rhopalium, showing the morphology and orientation of the upper and lower lens eyes, in
addition to the statolith and flexible stalk. The statolith
maintains the orientation invariance of each rhopalium
regardless of the orientation of the body. Figure adapted from [2].

Fig. 1. The visual system of the cubozoan Tripedalia cystophora (Cnidaria: Cubozoa). The cubozoan possesses four sensory structures surrounding their body, called rhopalia, that each containing six unique eyes: an upper lens eye (ULE), a lower lens eye (LLE), a pair of slit eyes (SE),
and a pair of pit eyes (PE). Figure adapted from [1].

VISION SYSTEM OF BOX JELLYFISH
• Box Jellyfish is known to be able to navigate among complex
mangrove roots and in murky lagoon water in days and nights using 24 specialized eyes;
• 8 of these eyes are complex, lensed eyes, and cubozoans are relatively primitive animals without a definite, centralized brain;
• Each lens eye possesses all of the components of a typical camera-like eye, including a cornea, lens, retina, pigment layer and
iris, and can provide spatial vision within a 10-20 degree span;
• It is believed that the cubozoan uses the LLEs for obstacle avoidance and the ULE for navigational guidance;
• Cubozoan vision is also believed to be nearly colorblind;
• Geometric modeling has shown that the cubozoan lens eyes are
extremely under-focused.

Fig. 3. The central neural system (CNS)
of the cubozoan jellyfish, including the
ring nerve (RN) that is believed to allow the passing of local visual information among rhopalia for cubozoan
[3], the rhopalial niche (RhN), and the
pedalial ganglion (PG). The major part
of the CNS is constituted by an RN (a,
c, d). The sinusoidal RN passes the
roof of the RhN (d), and the basal part
of the pedalium holding the tentacles
(c). Figure adapted from [4].

Fig. 4. The visual field of the ULE, of
just below 100 °, implies that it monitors the full 180 ° terrestrial scene, refracted through Snell’s window. Figure adapted from [5].

RELATIVE DEPTH FROM CONTRAST ATTENUATION
• Garm et al. [7] hypothesized that the lower lens eyes control the obstacle avoidance response in cubozoans, avoiding the underwater roots of mangrove trees;
• It has been shown that a sharper contrast between a specified obstacle and the surrounding environment provoked a stronger obstacle avoidance response from the cubozoan.
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Fig. 9. Turbid water images captured by the vision module in the pre-vehicle testing underwater environment. When similar obstacles are placed at
the same depth, the contrast between the obstacles and the environment is
the same (left). Contrast differences increase when the objects are placed
at different depths (middle). Gray-scale images (right) of the same scene
as (middle) mimicking the vision system of the cubozoan.
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Fig. 8. A compact, monocular
vision module designed for
depth estimation from contrast reduction.
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PRELIMINARY TESTING RESULTS
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Fig. 5. Cubozoan swim patterns in a tank bordered by lesser contrasting vertical stripes (left) and higher contrasting vertical stripes
(right). The cubozoan had a stronger obstacle avoidance response in
the tank bordered by high contrast stripes, staying far away from the
tank edge for the duration of the test. Figure adapted from [6].
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Fig. 6. Contrast reduction model in a variety of environmental mediums.

FUTURE WORK

Emulate cubozoans’ feeding behavior where they active
their bell muscle asymmetrically in reaction to local visual
feedbacks in order to stay within light shafts.
Fig. 10. Cubozoan applies asymmetric bell contractions in reaction to changes in ambient light.
This figure shows the velarium of
the same animal during four swim
pulses, using four different lighting
conditions. The dark panel is indicated by a black circle and lit panels by green circles. The outline of
the velarial openning is indicated
by the broken line. Figure adapted
from [8].
Fig. 11. A conceptual illustration of a distributed sensorimotor system by complimenting each jet thruster
on CephaloBot AUV with a
dedicated bioinspired visual
module.

Fig. 7. Algorithm for obstacle detection in a single zone of an image. The
captured image is divided into several zones, with obstacle presence probabilities calculated for each zone. Inputs are the background intensity, contrast detection threshold, zone occupancy threshold, and image data. Actuation is determined based on occupied/free zones.
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